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Teaching Philosophy 

The teachers who inspired me the most in my academic career are those who allowed me 

to reflect on my work, not just requiring an assignment to be completed. These courses offered 

content but also insight into who I was as a student, a writer, as well as many other roles I take 

on while in the classroom setting. The most successful courses allowed me a new frame in which 

to view my academic work, a new lens in which I could ground myself in. I thought back to a 

Creative Writing instructor who introduced the idea of modal politics and function within works 

or a Composition instructor who gifted new insight on instruction within the First Year 

Composition (FYC) setting. I gained insight through the inquiry these instructors inspired within 

my persona and role as a student. 

Designing my own class of ENC 1102 at the University of Central Florida allowed me to 

focus on this desire for insight and inquiry in a more specified manner. I took inspiration from 

Sondra Perl, Doug Downs and Elizabeth Warble with their assertation on the writing about 

writing approach and its ability to allow students to craft a sense of “mindfulness”. Perl aimed to 

describe the necessity of revision in context of unskilled college writers while Downs and 

Wardle both aimed to change the discourse on FYC from its traditional “writing for college 

approach” to something centered around the student experience and their outlook on how to 

approach writing. This “mindfulness” centered itself around the organization of my class as 

students learning how to question and explore became more important than teaching different 

modes for students to write in. I wanted students to not think about different formula to write but 

instead to conceptualize the approach and process of writing.  

To enact this desire, I implored a flipped classroom, where students read and annotated 

outside of class while in class time I dedicated to meaningful discussions, expansions, and 
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analyses of readings and student writing. I also centered reflection in the design of this course, as 

I want students to question their own processes while also performing the process. Each 

milestone required reflection from the students with questions inciting a space for inquiry. With 

the classroom dedicated to mostly discussion, students would be able to break down the 

troublesome concepts of writing within a group setting, emphasizing and building a discourse 

community. Ideas of community, genre, and rhetoric I worked into the design because these 

ideas exist beyond the scope of the course. I focused on wanting students to question function of 

these elements rather than taking what they had to offer at wholesale. Instead of accepting 

“truths” a FYC classroom should question conventions to inspire exploration. My passion of 

student exploration came from my belief in student autonomy. The students in my classroom 

occupied the driver’s seat and inspired learning through their own discovery. I may have guided 

them through process, but students informed and constituted my overall approach to lessons and 

sequencing. 

In the end, I admired instructors who allowed for exploration not only within myself but 

within the world around me, a trait I hoped to pass down to my student within the parameters 

(and beyond) of ENC 1102. 


